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QUESTION 1

Which property of a Kubernetes Deployment specifies the number of instances to create for a specific Pod? (Specify
ONLY the option name, no matter of its location in the object hierarchy) 

A. The property you are looking for is replicas. This is a field directly under the Deployment object and specifies the
number of Pod replicas that should be maintained by the Deployment. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following statements describes the principal concept behind test driven development? 

A. Tests may not be written by the same development team that wrote the tested code. 

B. All tests are generated automatically from the tested source code. 

C. Tests are written before the function / method is implemented. 

D. The only acceptable reason to write a test is to prevent fixed bugs from occurring again. 

E. Instead of testing software automatically, manual tests are performed and logged daily. 

Correct Answer: C 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Test-driven_development 

 

QUESTION 3

When can an SQL injection attack happen? 

A. When strings of arbitrary length are passed to a database so they can exceed the kength of data type or data field. 

B. When characters or string received from an external source are passed unchanged to a database so they can include
SQL. 

C. When SQL statemens are stored as database content and might be returned unchanged to a client querying the
database. 

D. When database queries of an application are redirected to another server which then receives confidential
information and might return manipulated data. 

E. When an API which causes writes to the database can be triggered remotely without rate limits or other restrictions. 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 4

After setting up a data container using the following command: 

docker create -v /data --name datastore debian /bin/true 

How is an additional new container started which shares the /data volume with the datastore container? 

A. docker run --volumes-from datastore --name service debian bash 

B. doker run --share-with datastore --name service debian bash 

C. docker run -v /data --name service debian bash 

D. docker run -v datastore:/data -name service debian bash 

E. docker run --volumen-backend datastore -v /data --name service debian bash 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 5

Which docker-machine sub command outputs a list of commands that set environment variables which are required to
make docker work with a Docker host managed by docker-machine? (Specify only the sub command without any path
or parameters.) 

A. env 

Correct Answer: A 
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